The Honorable David L. Hunt  
Inspector General  
Federal Communications Commission  
445 12th Street, SW  
Washington, DC 20554

Dear Mr. Hunt:

We write to seek your assistance in investigating whether Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Chairman Ajit Pai has taken actions to improperly benefit Sinclair Broadcast Group (Sinclair). The Chairman has repeatedly refused to adequately respond to Congressional inquiries on this subject. His refusals – contrary to his stated commitment to be responsive to all Congressional members – only increase our concerns.

A number of press reports have also indicated that Chairman Pai may have timed FCC action to assist Sinclair. To clear up this issue, the Ranking Member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce repeatedly asked for all correspondence between Chairman Pai, his office and Sinclair. Because of the number of incidences where members of this administration have used personal communications services for government business, we also inquired whether the Chairman or his staff have used personal e-mail or social media messaging applications to communicate with Sinclair.

The Chairman has repeatedly refused to answer these inquiries, raising questions about whether he is appropriately following Commission rules. The Chairman’s actions include:

- **Sinclair-Bonten License Transfer Application**: Chairman Pai rescinded a guidance in February, effectively loosening the scrutiny the staff applied to deals that could skirt local TV ownership restrictions by using a sharing agreement.¹ The FCC approved a deal three months later where Sinclair used several of these sharing agreements, potentially to circumvent the rules.
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- **Reinstatement of the UHF Discount Rule:** Press reports indicated in March of this year that Sinclair was in talks with Tribune Media Company (Tribune) about a potential merger, but analysts remarked that the deal would likely require the FCC to reinstate an outdated rule called the UHF discount. Chairman Pai announced his plan to reinstate the FCC’s outdated UHF discount rule the same month as the initial Sinclair reports.²

- **Sinclair-Tribune Merger:** Sinclair announced its proposed acquisition of Tribune just two weeks after the FCC reinstated the UHF discount.³ If approved, the transaction would solidify Sinclair as the country’s largest TV group owner with a potential reach to nearly 70 percent of the nation.⁴

- **Next Gen TV (ATSC 3.0):** Sinclair has been one of the main proponents of the ATSC 3.0 (or Next Gen TV) transition,⁵ and its subsidiary holds patents that reports indicate could provide billions of dollars in licensing fees to the patent owner.⁶ Chairman Pai announced during his first full month in office a proposal to allow the TV industry to transition to the new standard.⁷ Chairman Pai plans to take up an item approving ATSC

---


3.0 at the Commission’s November open meeting, even though questions remain about how such a transition will impact consumers.

- **Main Studio Rule:** The FCC voted in October to eliminate rules that would require local broadcast stations to maintain a physical presence in the market in which it operates. This move would make Sinclair’s potential merger more profitable by eliminating many of the costs of maintaining local stations.

- **Broadcast Ownership Rules:** The Chairman plans to vote at the November meeting to significantly change the existing broadcast media ownership limits. If adopted, this action will clear away virtually all remaining obstacles to Sinclair increasing its reach beyond the Tribune merger proposal.

All of these actions – when taken in context with reported meetings between the Trump Administration, Sinclair, and Chairman Pai’s office – have raised serious concerns about whether Chairman Pai’s actions comply with the FCC’s mandate to be independent. Reports indicate that Sinclair’s Executive Chairman and President Trump have met where “potential FCC rule changes were discussed.” This reported meeting occurred after the Trump campaign indicated it had “struck a deal” with Sinclair to “secure better media coverage” during the election. Chairman Pai has met with the President at least two times – one before being named Chairman and once in March. The Chairman or his staff also have met with Sinclair representatives on numerous occasions.

---


10 News Release, supra n. 8, at 2.


12 Josh Dawsey and Hadas Gold, *Kushner: We struck deal with Sinclair for straighter coverage*, Politico (Dec. 16, 2016). See also, Paul Farhi, *How the nation’s largest owner of TV stations helped Donald Trump’s campaign*, Washington Post (Dec. 22, 2017) (reporting that Sinclair-owned stations devoted broadcast time to 15 exclusive interviews with then-candidate Trump and also required stations to air “must-run” segments during the stations’ morning or evening newscasts that were favorable to then-candidate Trump or that were critical of his opponent).


14 *Id.*
Ranking Member Pallone sent a letter to Chairman Pai in August to provide him with the opportunity to respond to these allegations. In his initial response, Chairman Pai failed to provide all of the requested answers and correspondence to complete our Congressional oversight. Ranking Member Pallone also followed up with a second letter at the end of September allowing the Chairman to correct his initial answer, but he has yet to receive a response. A copy of both letters and Chairman Pai’s initial response are enclosed for your convenience.

We request that you examine how the FCC has conducted its business with regard to Sinclair. Specifically, we request that you find answers to the following questions:

- Whether actions taken by the FCC under Chairman Pai’s leadership show a pattern and practice of preferential treatment for Sinclair, and

- Whether a series of interactions between Chairman Pai’s office, the Trump Campaign and Trump Administration, and Sinclair demonstrate inappropriate coordination, including whether use of nongovernmental email and/or social media messaging tools complied with the Federal Records Act and the Freedom of Information Act.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. We request that you inform our Committees regarding any other issues of concern that you may uncover during your review. If you have any questions please contact the minority committee staff of the Energy and Commerce Committee at (202) 225-3641 or the minority committee staff of the Oversight and Government Reform Committee at (202) 225-5051.

Sincerely,

Frank Pallone, Jr.
Ranking Member
Committee on Energy and Commerce

Elijah E. Cummings
Ranking Member
Committee on Oversight and
Government Reform